
The Bale-Compressor film that simplifies handling and improves silage quality.  
“The new way to produce forage with well-designed product solutions.” ™

Unique benefits of Bale-Compressor film 

It is now possible to produce ensiled forage without using net wrap. Trio Bale-

Compressor is a new solution that, when used in combination with high-quality 

stretch film, makes bales easy and convenient to handle at the same time as the 

preservation of energy and nutrient content improves. 

Silage bales that are baled with Trio Bale-Compressor have a considerably higher 

density and more stable shape than what was possible using net wrap. 

Trio Bale-Compressor is made using Trioplast’s unique PreTech® technology 

platform. This technology is based on a unique production method that can make 

thinner films without any loss of performance. The strength and convenience of this 

film make it easy to handle in the field. The film can be stretched tighter around the 

bales, resulting in bales that are more compact and have a higher density.

Lighter and safer to handle

In addition to its ability to preserve high nutrient value, Bale-Compressor film 

produces compact and stable silage bales that are easier to handle and transport. 

Bale-Compressor film also offers several major benefits during storage and feeding. 

Silage stretch film and Bale-Compressor film can be opened and removed in a single 

step. This means that manual handling can be minimised by using an automatic 

opener. The waste films can then be recycled in the same waste fraction, which 

saves a lot of time-consuming work.

Product offering:

Article 19046: 1400 x 17mu x 2000 mtrs 

Article 19038: 1400 x 20mu x 1750 mtrs

Colour: Tinted Green

Packaging: 16 rolls per pallet 

Everything points to 
Triobale Compressor 
•  Easier to open and designed for 

efficient use with an automatic bale 

opener. 

•  No problem with net that freezes to 

silage in winter. 

•  All waste can be sorted in the same 

recycling fraction. 

•  Compact bales that are easier to 

handle, and that provide right 

conditions for improved silage 

quality. 

•  Safer bale handling with bale 

handler. 

•  Lower risk of puncturing film layers 

during wrapping.

Bale compressor
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For further information:

Email | enquire@volac.com  Visit | www.ecosyl.com

Contact your local Business Manager  
to arrange a no obligation chat: 

  Alan Smith, Scotland | 07551 153201

  Jason Short, Northern England | 07850 852375

  Phil Brookes, Wales | 07860 188630

  Howard Gilbert, East Anglia | 07711 123976

  Ken Stroud, West Country | 07713 197084

Volac International Limited
Volac House, Orwell, Royston,
Hertfordshire, SG8 5QX, 
United Kingdom

Freephone | 0800 919808 

Forage Packaging 
Team contacts


